In our lives, we have not been told almost any Truth in regards to how to live, or about the Gods. As you can see, my work here focuses on healing you and showing you again the Truth that was very well known before.

Temporarily, as a people, we lost this. Partly, because for many reasons, many people fell inferior to this greatness, and partly, because of the enemy.

But you must crown your own self as a walker on this path, and nobody can do anything for you besides helping you unless you have decided to walk yourself.

Oftentimes, people speak a lot about their intentions. Intentions do matter indeed in this life, they are the foundation of action. Currently, in the physical world however, we are in a world where actions matter. Intention and action go hand in hand, and either one alone is losing a lot of its value.

Many people, even people here, you believe you are irrelevant. This belief is common in Christianity, where people are falsely taught that life is irrelevant, or that its relevance is some unnatural thing that naturally leads people to say "Fuck it all, I don't care".

As people like Nietzsche have explained, the conceptions of Christianity which are false [this includes the Abrahamic religions] lead man to a life of pointlessness, or the lowest degree of existential nihilism. The exact opposite, is where our path can lead you, if you let it happen to you, of course.

You are irrelevant if you make yourself irrelevant, and if you treat your life in an irrelevant manner, then that is what it will be. If you decide to make your own life relevant, and treat your existence as a movement towards the Gods, then your mindset will automatically start to change.

What I tell you here, is to wake you up to the fact that your life is relevant, but you have to wake up to this reality yourself.

For some, this understanding never arrives. Life is seen as irrelevant, and many live their lives completely asleep. In this state of sleep, "intentions", of which many people falsely assume have the "best of", are very important. The
importance of these are akin to the asleep person of what they call “dreams”.
They are relevant inside one's own internal context.

Lastly, to those who also say nonsense that does not exist anywhere in our Ancient Culture, which preaches false "relativism", or that "actions don't really matter, it's the intentions", that is a half baked truth. This thought process is antithetical to the knowledge of the Ancients, who knew the Gods, and of the great beings that knew the Gods face to face.

Have you done the Latest and Greatest Rituals that I have posted? If yes, have you partook and got a little "taste" of the Gods? And if so, do you think these beings are in some form of "irrelevant" relationship with humans while they don't even care of anything we do or not do?

If you think that way, then you will understand more as you advance. But because we don't have all the time in the universe and because you can sleep eternally if you want, I must draw some of your attention to something right now.

Those who truly come in contact with the Gods, you will start waking up to what I write to you here. In fact, this post is only to accelerate this.

If you want to distinct yourself from other people, and to one day become like the Gods, you must start incorporating slowly their thoughts into your thoughts. The Gods are interested in this, and we reach them through trying to be like them. But to "be like them", we have to first understand as much as we can, and then keep trying to understand more.

The Joy of Satan contains a lot of teachings about personal freedom and responsibility, but we have not elaborated on how this works so that you know how to relate to the Gods.

And you will be incapable of relating to the Gods unless someone teaches you, especially since in this day and era, we live in a society that instructs humanity to become as pigs, and not as the Gods. I will therefore show you some of how this works, while my work reflects all of these inner virtues you need to advance to them - universal and eternal in their roots.

You do not say "I had the best intentions to feed my own baby, but I never breastfed it, and it died". Stupidity like this is not tolerated on these subjects, is it? Do you think any judge, jury, family, or person walking on earth could justify this negligence over such a claim? If humans cannot even bother with this, can the Gods?
But lo and behold on another thing that I am commonly confronted with and with very direct intentions I will bring in front of you: To give an example; "I wanted to donate to the JoS for a long time...BUT".

Personality traits that will keep us from anything positive in life, hide strongly behind the excuses we make for ourselves, or procrastination and other similar traps.

The unwilling, the weak, the cowardly, the escapist, and generally everything you don't want to be, always has a big "but". The only real "BUT" one would take seriously, is the following: I am poor, I have children to feed and this will take from their mouth, this is a very bad period for me [not perceived, but truly], and so on.

If you do any of the above, then this is not a donation, this is against Satan's Will. Do not ever take any of these essential things to extremes to do this.

When you give, it must come out of free will, self overcoming, and out of proper thinking where you know what you can do.

The Christian church or Islam, which forcibly takes things over the fear of "eternal hellfire" or "death", from poor widows, from children, orphans, or steals the loaf of bread out of people's mouth, is not the Joy of Satan.

There is a great curse that follows these odious institutions for stealing things from the poor, those who have fallen down, and people who literally have nothing. If you are in this situation, wait until you can do better [which you will, given the workings and if you put yourself into this task a bit more].

Going back into all the But's of life...But... You can improve this. We can improve on anything. There are indeed, possibilities ahead of you, and you are not condemned on this level forever.

You must also comprehend: Our evolution as a group, is incumbent in our evolution as individual human beings. We must overcome ourselves so that our group can overcome adversity and to bless ourselves and our future generations.

In life, I have noticed, on everything meaningful and good that people must do, i.e., meditation, learning, advancing, positive things - everyone has a big BUT. "I would meditate, but ...". "I had this opportunity to advance in JoS, but...".

The infinite creation of excuses to feed cowardice, laziness, lack of industriousness and everything that can and will keep you back from higher
things, is the greatest monster you will have to fight in your life. It is bigger than all the jews combined, the enemy, and all your enemies that you had and you will ever have. If you defeat this monster, you will have defeated the real enemy in the real war. The great beast that hovered above you, will have been defeated.

Here is how I give answers to all of these questions:

BUT: "I don't have 50 dollars to send the JoS!"

Answer: "How can I make 50 dollars extra to send to JoS?", "How can I fix my financial situation to be able to help JoS and the Gods more and improve myself too while I am at it?", "Maybe I am too much of a pussy and a coward, that even though I am a millionaire or gazillionaire, I can't sacrifice 50 dollars [oy vey, too much money to send, my hand is trembling!!!], and how much the Gods laugh at me all day for how much of a pussy I have become?" etc etc.

You will find, that the more you try to do something good and improve on one area, you are also improving on another one. For example, certain people are enslaved by poverty and what this entails, but few are also enslaved from "wealth".

A lot of celebrities have this very same problem and they are strongly enslaved under "wealth", not dissimilar a form of enslavement than what many people have who suffer in poverty, with the similar underlying factors. It takes good measure to sometimes cut a few to gain freedom and self control.

These, are meaningful questions to pose to yourself. To get forward and to advance, ask meaningful questions, and stop giving pointless drivel to yourself and others.

Your "BUT", is not a mature reply, nothing that will advance you, and at best, you can answer it with something better or a solution to the problem - BUT most people only use it as an excuse.

It is the most useless thing in your life, and it is your enemy. It tries to rob you of anything good you could do in your life, and of every advancement you could see in this life, and will hover against you and fight a war with you until you are dead and have done not a single thing to do good on yourself, your advancement, and others.

The Gods or anyone will not sit there to think about your "intention" all day. The Gods will not sit there and listen to your long ravings about your perceived
obstacles, that you have "accepted" foolishly and want to stay a prisoner to - the Gods are here to help us overcome these.

I could have had the purest intentions since the beginning but none of this mattered in life. What is the point if I "intended" to make this post and never did it for you? Have I helped you now? Yes. Why?

There were a thousand but's and butts that I could be following to not do this, but there are none of this now in my head, because I think like a Spiritual Satanist, and not like a slob of the infinite I meet everyday.

Your actions are what matters the most. The Gods observe our actions, and what we do. This is what matters. Our gestures and actions do touch upon ourselves and others.

Our actions, might be small. Not every small action changes the fabric of the universe. But many small actions, change yourself, and progressively also the world. Our inaction also comes at a great price, which many do not understand. For example, to neglect a single action, leads to an energy of inaction that can have adverse or unwanted effects in our lives and that of others.

If I chose to remain inactive today, then this post would not have been made, and I would not have acted to show you about the value of your own life, and how that by instilling value in your life, you can also instill value in this world, through the JoS, or doing your part, or taking yourself a little bit more happily and seriously.

But...Instead of saying but all day, you can start working on having the Satanic Mentality, instead.
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